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Abstract— clustering is a hierarchical method to data 
transmission in wireless sensor networks, which has a 
considerable effect on energy conservation. A balanced and 
efficient clustering has an important role in these networks. 
This paper discusses an optimal clustering method in wireless 
sensor network. Firstly, by considering energy and distance 
parameters, we model the clustering problem using two 
techniques, Integer Linear Programming and Linear 
Programming. Then we propose a clustering algorithm based 
on the optimal selected cluster heads. Experimental results 
shown that Linear Programming technique has better 
performance in energy consumption and network lifetime in 
comparison to the Integer Linear Programming technique. 

Keywords—wireless sensor network; clustering; energy 
efficient, integer linear programming; linear programming 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of nodes with 

limited processing ability and energy resources [1]. These 
nodes which sense light, temperature, jitter and so on, are 
deployed in environment densely and randomly and then 
periodically transmit sensed data to sink according to the 
routing algorithms. Data transmission is the most costly 
operation in the network and is in quadratic relation with 
transmission distance, therefore transmitting in long 
distance leads to quick node’s power drop [2]. To conserve 
low energy resources of the nodes, routing algorithms must 
regard some considerations to consume less energy amount 
and consequently guarantee longer network lifetime. One of 
the most prominent approaches is clustering algorithm [3].  

Clustering is a method by which the sensor nodes in a 
network organize themselves in hierarchical structures. The 
cluster members are managed by a leader node called 
Cluster Head (CH) [4]. The CH communicates with all the 
nodes of its own cluster directly and then communicates 
with other CHs. Indeed, CH receives the data sent by its 
members, aggregates and compresses the data and then 
transmits aggregated data to other CHs until the data reaches 
to the sink. An appropriate clustering algorithm reduces 
energy consumption and enhances the network lifetime [5]. 
Numerous techniques for clustering have been proposed by 
researchers such as LEACH [6], LEACH-C [7], HEED [8], 
CEFL [9], LEACH-E [10] and so forth. 

Recently some works focus on improved earlier 
proposed clustering algorithms or obtaining optimal 
clustering. In optimal approaches, which be considered in 
next section, the process of selecting the CHs is modeled as 
optimization problem with emphasis on minimum energy 
consumption or maximum network lifetime as objective. 
Then, by using different tools such as fuzzy logic, integer 
linear programming and so on, the mentioned problem is 
solved and optimal or near optimal set of CHs is selected. 

In this paper we try to use Linear Programming and 
Integer Linear Programming to solve the clustering 
problem. The important different between this work and 
former works which were using these techniques, is that our 
proposed model has high scalability. In fact, in this work, 
by using most important parameters in WSN such as energy 
and transmission distance, we formulate clustering problem 
as optimization problem. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next 
section we study some optimization works which done in 
this field. In Section 3, we briefly describe mathematical 
concepts of Linear Programming and Integer Linear 
Programming followed by explanations of two models of 
the clustering problem based on these techniques, and detail 
discussion on our proposed algorithm. In Section 4 we 
evaluate the mentioned models and present experimental 
results and lastly we conclude the work in Section 5. 

II. BACKGROUND 
Until now some clustering algorithms have been 

presented which in this section we review them briefly. In 
[11], the authors proposed a new static clustering method, 
which is based on the location of sensor nodes, the 
communication efficiency and network connectivity. They 
used fuzzy logic tools to select the best CHs and their goal 
was the network lifetime optimization. They simulated their 
proposed algorithm and can improve lifetime of the sensor 
network significantly compared to other approaches. Indeed 
they employed the Hausdorff distance, and presented the 
Hausdorff clustering algorithm. In [12] another fuzzy 
approach was proposed, Fuzzy c-Means (FCM) clustering 
approach, to determine the optimal number of clusters. They 
conclude that by optimal selection of number of clusters, the 
energy consumption decreased considerably. 
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In related to optimization problems, the earliest 
contribution [13] formulated a non-ILP algorithm clustering 
mechanism called Virtual Grid Architecture (VGA) and a 
corresponding ILP formulation. The objective was to find 
the minimum set of connected CHs. However, due to the 
limitation of the solver, maximum number of nodes (N) is 
restricted to 30 nodes. Furthermore, in [14] the authors 
proposed three different ILP formulations, which not only 
focused on the minimum number of CHs, indeed they 
specified number of CHs and then after formulating the 
clustering problem such that the maximum possible network 
lifetime was obtained, they selected optimal CHs. However, 
due to the complexity of the ILP formulations, only up to 9 
nodes could be solved in their modeling. In [15] the authors 
proposed an ILP formulation of the clustering problem, 
building on the model presented in [14], which improved its 
weaknesses. Indeed, in [15] an improved ILP formulation 
for the Clustering Problem was presented and then the 
performance of it was evaluated.  

Additionally, some optimal or near optimal works were 
presented too, although they do not use the same technique 
as our work. In [16] a new efficient CH selection algorithm 
based on the maximum weight of five different parameters 
was proposed and showed that the proposed algorithm is 
better than the other weighted clustering algorithms. In [17] 
a clustering algorithm of cluster head optimization based on 
energy (LEACH-E) was proposed to optimize the selection 
of cluster head. Their work avoid the node with low energy 
to be selected as a CH, and so they could balance the energy 
consumption of nodes. Simulation results showed that their 
algorithm had better results compared to LEACH protocol. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 
In this section, having done an introduction of Linear 

Programming and Integer Linear Programming, we present 
our contribution which consists of two phases; phase one we 
present two types of cluster problem modelings, Linear 
programming (LP) model and Integer Linear Programming 
(ILP) model. Then phase 2 we present our clustering 
algorithm. 

A. Linear programing and Integer Linear programming 
At first we briefly describe Linear Programming and 

Integer Linear Programming which both deal with the 
problem of minimizing a linear function of several variables 
subject to equality and inequality linear constraints. In 
addition to mentioned constraints, ILP has some integrality 
restrictions on some or all of the variables. In fact, the 
problem is of the form:  |           (1) 

The set S:  S  ∈ ,  in LP and set S:  S  ∈ ,  in ILP is called a feasible set 
and the element x is called a feasible solution. LP solver 
usually use simplex algorithm [18] to solve this problem, 
however some solvers such as CPLEX [19], SCIP [20] and 
so forth, use other efficient methods. MIP solvers use some 
efficient techniques such as Gomory's Cuts, branch and 
bound algorithm. Many of these methods use LP-
relaxations [21], in the processes of finding an optimum 
point. 

B. Proposed LP and ILP model 
Due to the simplicity of ILP model, we pay attention to 

this modeling first, and then the LP model is considered. 

 

1) ILP model 
 In this model, the minimum number of CHs is 

considered as objective function subject to a condition that 
all nodes must be covered by CHs. By defining the variable 
xi as in (2): 1        0                                                   (2) 

The clustering problem is modeled as follows: ∑     (3) 
subject to: ∑ ∗ 1                      1. .  , 1. .        (4) 

 

If the variable xi equals to 1, the node i is selected as CH.  
And the value of yij is determined in (5). 1        0                                                   (5) 

and the constraints mean that each node j must be 
covered by at least one CH. 

2) LP model 
In the previous modeling, we only focused the node’s 

coverage without considering the distance between each 
node and its CH. Since the energy consumption is related to 
transmission distance and it was not considered, so the 
previous model is not energy efficient. Thus, in this 
modeling the objective function is altered as in (6). min ∑ ∑ ,    (6) 
subject to: ∑ ∗ 1          1. .  , 1. .   (7) 

By considering the distance between each node with its 
CH, objective function is defined as minimum value for the 
sum of distance of each cluster members to their CHs. In 
this model, the definition for yij does not change but we 
remove the constraint that the xi must be 0 or 1. Therefore 
in solving phase, positive value for each variable xi 
demonstrates that node i is selected as CH. 

C. Proposed Clustering Algorithm 
The details of the proposed algorithm is presented in Fig. 

1. To do clustering in the network, as a CH’s energy reaches 
a predefined threshold, all the nodes in the network transmit 
their information to sink and then sink performs centralized 
phase of clustering algorithm.  

Initially the sink calculates the average energy of the 
alive nodes (Eave) then by considering the nodes which have 
higher energy than Eave as candidate CHs, sink forms 
candidate of CH (CCH) set. Then, matrix M is formed as in 
(8).  , ⋯ ,⋮ ⋱ ⋮, ⋯ ,   (8) 
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The sink sets up the objective function for each model 
based on the LP or ILP model, and then solves the 
optimization problem and the CHs are selected. It must be 
mentioned that N is the number of nodes in the network.  

After this step, sink performs Inter CHs routing and 
creates the spanning tree between CHs based on the energy 
and distance to sink parameters. Indeed CHs select a parent 
with more energy and less distance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Proposed clustering algorithm 

 
Then distibution phase starts. The sink broadcasts this 

information in the network, and each CH broadcasts in its 
surrounding, then each node selects the nearest CH with 
higher energy as its CH. It is notable that to achieving 
efficient transmission, the node adjusts transmission signal 
strength based on the distance between himself and its 
parent.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We use commercial solver IBM Ilog Cplex 12.1 

available under academic license to evaluate the proposed 
method. The simulation environment is a 25m*25m square 
area which the number of nodes (N) is varied between 100 
and 500. The initial energy of each node is a random 
variable less than 200 Joule.  

We suppose the variables ERi , ETij, and EAi represent 
the required energy for data receiving, transmission and data 
aggregation, respectively. Using the energy model in [22], 
the following equations are obtained, where c1, c2 and c3 are 
constants:  ∗        (9) ∗ ∗     (10) ∗       (11) 

Some events in the network occurred and then by 
detecting some events, a node forwards sensed data to the 
sink using spanning tree. All nodes that sense an event and 
forward their data to the sinks, consumes energy for only 
data transmission (ETij). CH nodes consume energy for both 

data receiving and data transmission (ERi and ETij, 
respectively). Furthermore, they consume energy for data 
aggregation (EAi). 

As shown in Fig. 2, we set the value of N, the number of 
network nodes, to 300 and in the end of each round we sum 
the energy of alive nodes and calculate total energy of the 
network. As the LP modeling considers distance in addition 
to coverage of the nodes, so the solver try to minimize the 
distance between cluster members and their CH, in CHs 
selection process. In distribution phase the cluster members 
also select nearest CH. So, transmission distance decreases 
which lead to less energy consumption in data transmission. 
As a result, in LP model the energy of the network is saved 
better than ILP model. 

 
Fig. 2. Residual energy of the network at N=300 

 
We also consider another proper parameter to be 

evaluated which is the of alive nodes. After each simulation 
round, we count the alive nodes in the network, as in LP 
model, each node selects the CH, by considering its energy 
and distance, a suitable CH is selected which led to less 
overall energy consumption. The rational is because nodes 
with low energy are never being selected as CH, so they 
spend less energy and remain longer time in the network. 
Therefore, the number of alive nodes are more than that in 
ILP model. The result of our comparison is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Remaining alive nodes in the network 

 
In Fig. 4, the lifetime for two models are plotted versus 

number of nodes. As the LP model consumes less energy 
and has more alive nodes, so its lifetime is higher than ILP 
model. Network lifetime is defined as the longevity of 
network in term of the number of rounds performed before 
the failure of 10% of the total nodes. 

Proposed algorithm () { 
Centralized-clustering-phase (); 
Distributed-clustering-phase ();  
While (nodes is alive) {  
Data-packet-transmission-to-sink (); 
If (check CH’energy decrease to threshold () == 
true) { 

Control-packet-transmission-to-sink (); 
Centralized-clustering-phase (); 
Distributed-clustering-phase () ;} 

Centralized clustering phase () { 
Calculate Eave; 
Form CCH set; 
Form M matrix; 
Model and Solve ILP/LP problem; 
Form-INTER-CH-Spanning-Tree (); 
Broadcast-CH-spanning-Tree () ;} 
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Fig. 4. Life time of the networks 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
In this paper we model the clustering procedure problem 

as an optimization problem. We formulate the clustering 
problem as selecting minimum number of CHs to comply 
coverage of the network. By modeling the problem under 
LP and ILP techniques, we obtain better result in LP 
modeling because of considering distance parameter in 
objective function. Taking consideration the distance 
between nodes and their CH affects the energy used to 
transmit and in turn decrease overall energy consumption 
and longer alive nodes. 

As a future work, we can model this problem as a multi 
objective function by considering important goals, 
minimum transmission energy consumption and maximum 
lifetime. 
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